
THE OPTIMAL WAY TO 
RUN SYMANTEC DLP

IT’S FAST
• The Infolock INSIGHT DLP Appliance comes preloaded with 

Symantec Data Loss Prevention (DLP) software
• Our proprietary bootstrap application, IDACT, lets you configure 

network settings in minutes
• You get “out of the box” data protection from Day One

IT’S EASY
• There’s no need for you to procure and provision servers
• HW, Oracle, and DLP application support is provided by our 

team of Symantec DLP Master Specialists 
• Update network settings, reconfigure detection servers, and add 

appliances all through our web-based GUI
• We pre-test all upgrades, patches, and fixes for physical/virtual 

server software and underlying O/S
• Standard, subscription, and managed options available

IT SAVES YOU MONEY
• There’s less for you to buy and license 
• Fast and easy setup leads to increased productivity as valuable 

resources can be devoted to other tasks
• Infolock support includes 1 DLP application upgrade per year
• Our several Infolock INSIGHT DLP Appliance models are 

scalable to networks of any size or complexity

IT WORKS
• More than 200 successful deployments…and counting!
• Private & public sector companies of all sizes — both in the US 

and abroad — use Infolock INSIGHT DLP Appliances to keep 
their data safe

• Extend your existing DLP environment or implement a new 
infrastructure

• Perfect solution for refreshing old infrastructure

SYMANTEC DLP SIMPLIFIED

Whether you’re extending 
an existing DLP environment 
or standing up a new one, 
Infolock INSIGHT DLP 
Appliances are the painless 
way to implement Symantec 
DLP. 

A standardized, purpose-
built hardware platform on 
which to quickly deploy – 
and easily manage – your 
security applications is 
critical when time is short 
and resources are limited.

Infolock’s line of appliance 
solutions, including our 
INSIGHT DLP Appliance 
developed specifically for 
Symantec’s DLP software, 
provides customizable 
and scalable deployment 
environments to help protect 
your sensitive data from  
Day One. 



COVERAGE FOR  
ANY ENVIRONMENT

DIRECTOR APPLIANCES

SENSOR APPLIANCES

The Infolock INSIGHT DLP Appliances are built for 
any environment. Directors contain the Enforce 
Management Platform, Oracle database, and your 
choice of key detection modules. 

Sensors extend your DLP infrastructure to include 
additional detection servers. Infolock INSIGHT DLP 
Directors and Sensors combine Symantec DLP’s 
unparalleled breadth of coverage with the rapid 
deployment and ease of use in an appliance-based 
form factor.

MODEL NUMBER 2200 Director
MODEL NAME Infolock INSIGHT DLP 2200 Director
SIZING/SCOPE Sized for Medium/Large DLP Suite customers

Accommodates embedded Oracle database, Enforce 
Management Server, and up to six (6) DLP detection servers

MODEL NUMBER 1200 Director
MODEL NAME Infolock INSIGHT DLP 1200 Director
SIZING/SCOPE Sized for Small/Medium DLP Suite Customers

Accommodates embedded Oracle database, Enforce 
Management Server, and up to three (3) DLP 
detection servers

MODEL NUMBER 910 Sensor
MODEL NAME Infolock INSIGHT DLP 910 Sensor

Sized for up to eight (8) DLP detection servers

MODEL NUMBER 610 Sensor
MODEL NAME Infolock INSIGHT DLP 610 Sensor

Sized for up to (3) DLP detection servers

MODEL NUMBER 310 Sensor
MODEL NAME Infolock INSIGHT DLP 310 Sensor

Sized for Network Monitor

MODEL NUMBER 310N Sensor
MODEL NAME Infolock INSIGHT DLP 310 Sensor w/ Napatech

Sized for Network Monitor wih Napatech NT4E high-speed 
network packet capture card



INFOLOCK 
MAXIMUM CONTROL DATA GOVERNANCE
Experts in data governance, Infolock provides 
consulting and advisory services that help 
you effectively secure, manage, and optimize 
your data. Our deep understanding of risk 
management, combined with technical expertise 
and business acumen, makes us the ideal partner 
to help you regain control of your data.
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CONTACT US TODAY
Infolock 
2900 South Quincy Street 
Suite 330 
Arlington, VA 22206

sales@infolock.com 
(877) 610-5625 
www.infolock.com

GET STARTED
The INSIGHT DLP Appliance provides a pre-packaged, 
pre-installed and pre-configured Symantec DLP 
environment for organizations to deploy for fast- 
turnaround data security protection.

By standardizing on a proven hardware-software 
platform, the appliance simplifies and streamlines 
the Symantec DLP installation and configuration 
process and eliminates the need to procure and 
stage hardware, license and configure underlying 
operating systems and hypervisors, and test system 
interoperability. As a result, deployment times are 
dramatically reduced — allowing you to focus on 
building your data security program.


